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Abstract In this study the aerodynamics of wings using an active high-lift system are investigated. The target is the flight mechanical description of the spanwise
forces and resulting moments and the influence of the
active high-lift system to their distribution. The high-lift
system is a blown flap system divided into six segments
per wing. Each segment is assumed to be individually
controlled, so the system shall be used for aircraft control and system failure management. This work presents
a flight mechanical model for the simulation of flight
dynamics, which has been derived from high-fidelity
CFD results. An assessment of single segment blowing
system failures will be presented including recommendations for compensation of either lift or rolling moment
loss. For this investigation, the compensation is required
to act at the same wing on which the failure appears.
Thus, the potential for an increase of system reliability
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shall be proven. The results show that less performance
investment in terms of pressurized air is necessary to
compensate the rolling moment of a failing segment instead of its lift. However, large performance increases
for the remaining wing segments occur for some of the
failure cases.
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Dynamics Model · Short Takeoff and Landing · Spanwise
Lift Distribution · Aircraft Control
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1 Introduction
In the history of aircraft development for short take-off
and landing (STOL) various active high-lift technologies
have been put to the test [1], often relying on large
energy investments to the disadvantage of reduced economic and thus commercial transport performance for
that purpose. A promising technology providing large
lift increases for comparably small amounts of extra
power, is to blow flaps with a thin airflow. Such systems, known as internally blown flaps (IBF), shall be
the focus for this investigation. This work is related to
the collaborative research center Sonderforschungsbereich 880 (SFB 880), in which a twin turbo-propeller
engine powered aircraft design including blown singlehinged plain flaps is developed and investigated. The
aim is to provide integral research up to the full aircraft
level, combining expertise from research fields such as
aerodynamics, flight mechanics, aircraft configuration,
compressor technology and several more. The declared
goal is to facilitate the integration of blown flaps in a
civil transport type aircraft, in order to operate on small
airfields. Such airfields, which already exist and often
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are located closely to urban areas, can be easily used to
extend the transport infrastructure by point to point
connections, to relieve large and highly frequented hubs.
The idea of combining the lift increasing effects
of a propeller slipstream along the wing profile with
a blown flaps system has been realized before. The
NASA conducted a large research program for STOL
aircraft starting in the mid fifties [2] with wind tunnel
tests [3–5] and several prototypes. One of the investigated configurations, which is most comparable to the
SFB 880 configuration, was the Lockheed Hercules NC130B. In addition to its four turbo-propeller engines,
it was equipped with two extra full size jet engines to
provide pressurized air for blown flaps and control surfaces. The flight tests, which where conducted in the
early 1960s, demonstrated the aircraft’s remarkable abilities for slow flight and high-lift performance, but also
revealed several challenges. Especially weight penalties,
remarkably increased relative cost [6] and poor lateral as
well as directional characteristics due to low directional
damping and stability have been determined [7, 8]. The
aircraft design of the SFB 880 tries to achieve similar
flight performance without the described deficiencies by
latest technologies and research in order to exploit the
considerable potential of such high-lift technology combinations. The aircraft configuration design to achieve
all these targets is performed by the preliminary aircraft
design and optimization tool PrADO [9] incorporating
all information about the various subsystems and influences provided by the different research fields of the SFB
880. For the iteratively calculated design, it delivers a
full data set of basic aircraft information.
One of the research fields is the source of the necessary pressurized air. Therefore, small micro-compressors
are developed within the collaborative research center,
specially shaped for the application as a source for pressurized air [10]. They will be located in the wingbox close
to the blown flaps as depicted in Figure 1. A possible
measure to support the controllability in the lateral motion of the aircraft might be a multifunctional use of the
active high-lift system. Multifunctional flaps have been
investigated with several approaches. E.g. Sakurai et al.
proposed a device based on single slotted flaps [12]. The
aircraft design of the SFB 880 offers the chance to implement a similar system by differential blowing instead
of flap deflections. The wing of the aircraft is separated
into six segments per wing, each driven by a customsized compressor. This offers several chances in terms of
redundancy, but also creates new possibilities for differential control. Besides the influence on lift, a differential
blowing can also generate rolling moments, which can
be used for control or compensation. However, since the
system depends on additionally generated air flows, it
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are explained in this section. Figure 2 shows a sketch
of the wing profile and how the blowing system can be
implemented, based on results of research activities in
the SFB 880 [13–16]. The special shape of the knee of
Suction Slot

Blowing Slot
CoandăFlap

Micro-compressor
Droop Nose

Fig. 2: Schematic diagram of the SFB 880 wing profile
and the active high-lift system integration

Fig. 1: Cutaway drawing of the SFB 880 reference aircraft and active high-lift system integration [11]
becomes sensitive to malfunction or failure, which need
to be considered in requirements for reliability and safe
operation. The impact of the resulting forces and moments and their compensation are important aspects in
terms of hazard assessment. In order to investigate the
multifunctional flap capabilities and to provide a failure
assessment it is necessary to develop a flight mechanical
model for the wings’ spanwise aerodynamics. Therefore,
a possible flight mechanics modeling approach and failure case management on the sub-model level will be
subject of this work. In the following paper the focus
exclusively lies on the aerodynamics of the blown flap
system and excludes propeller slipstream effects. This
is done in order to develop a universal understanding
of the stand-alone segmented blown flaps technology’s
potential for aircraft control. Certainly, further research
effort will have to take the influence of the propeller
slipstream into account.

2 Active High-Lift Aircraft Configuration
In order to introduce the basic functionality of this highlift system, the blown flap technology used in the SFB
880 and its influence on the aerodynamics of a wing

the flap utilizes the Conadă effect, which describes the
tendency of a thin highly energetic jet to follow a convex
surface. This effect is used to keep the airflow attached
to the flap surface even for large flap deflections at which
the airflow would normally be separated. The state of
the thin jet is usually described by the jet momentum
coefficient Cµ , which relates the jet momentum to the
dynamic pressure q∞ and a reference area S.
Cµ =

ṁjet · vjet
q∞ · S

(1)

The lift increasing effect of the blown flap can be divided into two areas of efficiency. In the boundary layer
control (BLC) area the jet and consequently the main
wing wake are not fully attached to the flap. With increasing jet momentum, the separation is reduced. The
effect is illustrated in Figure 3a and 3b. Once the flow
is fully attached to the flap surface (Figure 3c), additional jet momentum leads to so-called super-circulation
(SC), which is less effective than boundary layer control
(Figure 3d). The efficiency in lift increase is reflected
by the respective gradients in Figure 3e. It is intended
to operate the high-lift system at the transition point
c, at the border between the two areas. This will be
the reference jet momentum in the following. This state
appears to be the highest (maximum) lift at optimal
blowing efficiency (lift gain factor). The necessary jet
momentum to achieve a fully attached airflow depends
on the flap deflection. The more a flap is deflected, the
more air mass flow is required to prevent the flow from
separation.
The wing design is a conservative design with a small
leading edge sweep. The top-view sketch in Figure 4
shows the equally distributed six segments with a color
coding which shall be used throughout the paper for
segment indication. The compressors of segments 1 to 5
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(a) Separated flow

(b) Semi-attached flow
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Fig. 3: Flow transition for blown flaps
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Fig. 4: Wing with the six-segmented flap

blow the air over one continuous flap. The segmentation
is only referred to the blowing system here. The flap for
segment 6 is supposed to have a dual use functionality
as high-lift device and roll control surface. In this study
the large flap is deflected by δf l1−5 = 65◦ and the aileron
is drooped by δf l6 = 45◦ . This is the full flap setting of
the aircraft for the final approach phase and assumed
to be fix for this investigation.

The aerodynamic dataset of the flight mechanics model
is based on numerical simulations, which were performed
with the DLR TAU code [17]. For that purpose, 3D-CFD
simulations of a wing-body model in landing configuration were carried out with a Reynolds Averaged Navier
Stokes approach, using the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence
model [18] with rotational and curvature correction [19].
The blowing is introduced by artificial pressure gradients located in the blowing slot outtakes at the knee of
the flap simulated by pressure plena. In order to create
the additional small jet along the flaps the plena are
pressured by applying a fixed-pressure boundary condition on their endwalls. The plena are separated in a
flap plenum (comprising segment 1-5) and an aileron
plenum. Since the aileron is also used as a flap (also
called "‘flaperon"’) it will be mentioned as segment six
in the following. For the capability to vary blowing rates
along the flap, the flap plenum endwall is separated into
its five segments.
Five different cases with varying blowing rates were
simulated at a constant angle of attack of α = 0◦ . Besides the case with deactivated blowing (Cµ = 0.0),
a case within the boundary layer control area (Cµ =
0.024), one in super-circulation mode (Cµ = 0.041) and
one case at the reference blowing rate between boundary
layer control and super-circulation (Cµ = 0.033) were
simulated. In the fifth case, the blowing rates of all
segments except segment 4 are set to the blowing rates
of the critical case. The blowing rate of segment 4 is
strongly reduced in order to simulate a failure of this
segment (Cµ = 0.033 w/failure).
Figure 5 depicts the local momentum coefficient
distribution along the slot’s midline of the four cases
with activated blowing. For the case in super-circulation
mode, the plenum pressure is kept constant over the span.
As a result, the median of the jet momentum coefficient
along the span is rather constant, as well. For the other
two cases, the plenum pressures are adapted to the local
geometry and flow conditions. Besides sweep effects and
the deflection angle of the trailing edge device, the local
leading edge radius and the local angle of attack are
the main drivers, here. Therefore, the jet momentum
coefficients steadily increase from the fuselage towards
the wing tip until segment 5. The plenum pressure in
segment 6 is reduced as the aileron is deflected at a
lower angle compared to the flap and therefore needs
less blowing. The failure case shows a nearly identical jet
momentum coefficient distribution as the reference case,
except for segment 4. Here, the local jet momentum
coefficient shows a sharp drop, even though the blowing
segments are not segregated by walls from each other.
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Figure 7 shows the resulting lift distributions, which
provide the basis for the flight mechanics model. It shows
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Fig. 5: Jet momentum distribution along the blowing
slot

The locally reduced blowing rate in the failure case
leads to a local flow separation above the flap, as it is
visualized in Figure 6.
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Fig. 7: Lift distributions for various blowing rate settings
including a segment 4 failure

the distributions along the normalized wingspan Y starting form the centerline of the aircraft. On the inboard
side the distributions show the typical disturbances by
the fuselage. Due to the circulation control, the lift distributions are significantly shifted towards higher levels,
whereas the lift increments in relation to the additional
blowing rate are smaller in the super-circulation mode
than in the boundary layer control mode. The failure
case shows a considerable drop in the local lift at the
position of segment 4. However, due to the change in
the circulation distribution and the resulting alteration
of the locally induced angles of attack, the impact of
the failure is not limited to that region. In fact, almost
the entire span, from the beginning of the flap to the
end of the aileron is negatively affected.

4 Modelling Approach

Fig. 6: Flow separation in failure case

Behind blowing segment 4, the blowing jet separates
from the flap (marked by magenta line), leading to a
detached main wing wake and a locally reduced flap
suction peak. At the rest of the wing, the flow remains
fully attached to the flap and the main wing.

The overall target for the modeling process is the introduction of lift and rolling moment increments due to
spanwise blowing variation to a full flight six degrees
of freedom (6-DOF) flight mechanical model. The simulations are performed using MATLAB R /Simulink R 1
which allows a combination of script-based and block
diagram modeling. The structure of this model is depicted in Figure 8 showing the force and moment generating sub-systems, which drive the equations of motion. From these equations the resulting rotational and
translational accelerations of the aircraft are calculated
and solved/integrated for the calculation of the aircraft
1

Release 2007b by Mathworks R
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states. They are then fed back to the force and moment sub-systems which mostly depend on the aircraft
states. The proposed wingspan aerodynamic model is
an incremental part of the aerodynamic sub-system.
The aerodynamic model is a two-point model approach
for the longitudinal motion separating the aerodynamics of the wing/fuselage combination from those of the
horizontal tailplane. In the lateral plane a one-point
model is used. The wingspan model generates increments for both lateral and longitudinal motion. Due to
the currently available underlying data sets this work
will focus on the influence of the blowing system on lift
and resulting rolling moments. The model is supposed to
leave the capability for fast-time or preferably real-time
simulation for future pilot-in-the-loop full-flight simulation studies. Therefore, iterative approaches including
aerodynamic calculation methods were not considered.
Another reason for this step was the poor capability
of simple handbook methods with low computational
power consumption to describe such extraordinary aerodynamics, without remarkable adaption effort. It was
chosen to find a practical approach with the basic objective to describe fundamental flight mechanical effects.
For this purpose the model was based on high-fidelity
calculation results serving as sampling points.

been calculated by:
k12,j =

dCL,2,j − dCL,1,j
dCL,2,j − dCL,1,j
=

Cµ,2 − 
Cµ,2
Cµ,1

(2)

k23,j =

dCL,3,j − dCL,2,j
Cµ,3 − Cµ,2

(3)

k34,j =

dCL,4,j − dCL,3,j
.
Cµ,4 − Cµ,3

(4)

The resulting lift increment of each discretization step
can be calculated by
}
dCL,j (Cµ ) = dCL,1,j + k12,j · {Cµ − 
Cµ,1
+ k23,j · {Cµ − Cµ,2 }

(5)

+ k34,j · {Cµ − Cµ,3 }
with the consideration of different cases n = 1, 2, 3, 4 for
the jet momentum coefficient
(
0
for Cµ < Cµ,n
{Cµ − Cµ,n } =
(6)
(Cµ − Cµ,n ) for Cµ > Cµ,n .
These equations relate the lift distribution changes to
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Fig. 8: Block diagram showing the model structure of
the flight dynamical model [16]

The modeling process is split into two models, the
lift distribution due to the setting of the fully functional
blowing system and the failure case model. The initial
step is the model description of the local lift dCL , j at
each discretization point or strip j along the normalized
wingspan Y . Therefore, the gradients between the four
known jet momentum states, depicted in Figure 9, have

dCL,4,j

k12,j

k23,j

k34,j

dCL,3,j
dCL,2,j
dCL,1,j

0
(= Cµ,1 )

Cµ
0.024
(= Cµ,2 )

0.033

0.041

(= Cµ,3 ) (= Cµ,4 )

Fig. 9: Local lift gradients for global jet momentum
coefficient Cµ
the global jet momentum Cµ , but since the global jet
momentum Cµ is a result of the blowing system setting
of each segment, the model has been mapped to the
local jet momentum of each segment Cµ,f l,i . The local
jet momentum is referred to the local airmass flow and
the corresponding wing area of each segment i. It is a
design parameter of the CFD data and therefore well
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known. For this model approach a global jet momentum coefficient is used as the input parameter, which
is translated by the mapping into the segmentwise jet
momentum coefficients. The segmentwise jet momentum coefficient is necessary to be known for segmentwise
blowing variations or failure cases. Since various combinations of local settings can result in the same global
jet momentum, the mapping ensures, that the local jet
momentum progression fits into the underlying CFD
data sets. Figure 10 shows, how the segment values are
calculated by linear interpolation for a commanded jet
momentum Cµ,cmd by determination of the mapping
gradients k̂12 , k̂23 and k̂34 for each segment j. Of course
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model. The approach introduces a failure coefficient EL ,
which allows to describe the lift discretization point for
a failure by
dC̃L,j = dCL,j · (1 − EL,j ).

(8)

Based on the relation between the difference of the
reference (Cµ,3 ) and the complete system shut down
case (Cµ,1 )
∆dCL,13,j = dCL,j (Cµ,3 ) − dCL,j (Cµ,1 )

(9)

to the segment 4 failure (Cµ,5 ) and the complete system
shut down case
∆dCL,15,j = dCL,j (Cµ,5 ) − dCL,j (Cµ,1 )

Cµ,4

Cµ,f li
Cµ,f li
Cµ,f li
Cµ,f li
Cµ,f li

k̂34
Cµ,3
k̂23

(Cµ,1 )
(Cµ,2 )
(Cµ,3 )
(Cµ,4 )
= f (Cµ,cmd )

the factor EL can be described as in
EL,f l4,j = 1 −

∆dCL,15,j
∆dCL,13,j

(11)

for a segment 4 failure as the role model building case.
The failure factor for a segment 4 failure is derived
from the underlying CFD data as depicted in Figure 11,
which serves as a pattern used to extrapolate the failure behavior for the other segments. Since this is no

Cµ,2
k̂12
Cµ,1

(10)

f l1 f l2 f l3 f l4 f l5 f l6
EL

Fig. 10: Linear mapping of the global jet momentum to
the local segment jet momentum

the gradients of the Equations (2-4) have been adapted
accordingly to the local lift increase of each segment
k12,f li,j , k23,f li,j and k34,f li,j .
A direct outcome of the model is the local rolling
moment of each point j by consideration of its corresponding lever arm along the wingspan and the simple
calculation
dCl,j = dCL,j · Yj .

(7)

The further rolling moment modeling is realized analogue to all lift calculations described in the following.
Therefore, it is not depicted for better readability preventing redundant explanations.
At this modeling stage, it would be possible to adapt
the model such, that each segment could be varied in
jet momentum for calculating the resulting lift distributions. However, such a model could not reflect any
transition or induced effects exchanged between the segments. Therefore, this part of the model is used solely
to describe the distribution changes for the full distribution along the wing. In terms of single segment control
the impact along the halfspan is described by a factor

B1

B2

B3

B4

B5

y
f l1

f l2

f l3

f l4

f l5

f l6

Fig. 11: Segment failure factor EL
universal approach, the failure factor consists of custom tailored distributions, assuming some restrictions
explained in the following. The distributions was split
into five areas. The areas B1 and B5 are fix to keep
the boundary conditions. The basic distribution shape
in area B3 was kept and scaled for the other sections
failures. In the areas B2 and B4 fourth-order polynomials have been fitted to the depicted sampling points
(green circles) in order to keep a continuous distribution.
Exception are the factor distributions of segment 1 and
6 for which a linear connection to area B1 respectively
B5 was realized. The scaling of the peak shapes for each
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segment was adapted such, that the sum of all failure
factors
6
X

(EL,f li,j ) = 1

(12)

i=1

5 Performance and Failure Assessment

is achieved as effectively as possible. This leads to the
factor distributions in Figure 12, which also shows the
sum of all factors (dashed red line). The final model
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the effects.
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Fig. 12: Failure factors for each segment and factor sum

now can be written as
dC̃L,j = dCL,j ·

1−

6
X

!
(κi · EL,f li,j ) .

(13)

i=1

in which κi reflects the level of failure from fully operative (κi = 0%) to total failure (κi = 100%) for each
segment i. This coefficient can be used as a compressor
setting control factor under the assumption of a linear behavior, in absence of further sampling points in
between.
Certainly the model reliability can be increased by
several measures. On the sub-model level, additional
data for other segment failures can increase the model
validity especially of the failure coefficients. A data set
with a intermediate blowing setting between failure and
reference for one segment can increase the knowledge
about the effect evolution for one single segment. On the
full wing level, the propeller slipstream also introduces a
strong but locally restricted influence on the wing area
close to the engines. Hence, another model extension
clearly has to be the incorporation of such influence and

An initial investigation, which can be performed on this
sub-model level is the assessment of counteractions in
case of segment failures. Therefore, the target must be
to compensate either the lift or rolling moment loss,
or even both. For this investigation the simple case to
shut down the corresponding segment on the other wing
for compensating the rolling moment will not be considered as an option. Instead, it shall be investigated,
whether it is possible to compensate at the same wing
with acceptable effort. For this purpose the test setup
is a compensational jet momentum increase along all
remaining operational segments. A failure is calculated
for each segment in order to determine the severity of
it in terms of effort to counteract. The Figures 13a and
13b show the lift and rolling moment of the fully operative system (green line), compared to the resulting
values (blue circles) for each failed segment f li. Moreover, Figure 13a gives the resulting lift due to a full
rolling moment compensation (green boxes). As an example, a failure of flap segment 1 leads to a lift loss
below CL < 2.7. A compensation of the corresponding
rolling moment increases the remaining lift coefficient
to CL = 2.85. Obviously, a full lift compensation cannot
be achieved by this compensation method. Accordingly,
Figure 13b shows the resulting rolling moment due to a
full lift compensation (violet boxes). It is remarkable,
that only a compensation of a segment 5 failure is close
to a compensation of lift and rolling moment at the same
time. For all other cases it is only possible to achieve
one of the targets with this setup. It has to be noted
that it is tried with the here used manual compensation
to keep the original shape of the lift distributions with
the remaining flap segments.
For different reasons the compensation of the rolling
moment is more preferable. The relative errors of the
non-compensated values emphasize this impression. The
values in Table 1 for the remaining lift error during
rolling moment compensation (ErrorL,RC ) and the rolling
moment error during lift compensation (Errorl,LC ) give
an indication. According to these results, a rolling moment compensation would cause less relational error in
lift, than a lift compensation might cause for the rolling
moment. Another reason for rolling moment compensation to be more preferable is, that from a pilot’s perspective, the lift can be increased more easily by angle
of attack or airspeed. Therefore, it appears more comfortable than a permanent lateral trimming deflection
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Fig. 13: Compensation of rolling moment or lift loss on one wing side

ErrorL,RC
Errorl,LC

[%]
[%]

f l1

f l2

f l3

f l4

f l5

f l6

−7.08
8.24

−3.21
4.48

−1.64
2.79

−0.35
1.21

−0.5
0.11

1.73
−1.71

Table 1: Relative error of the non-compensated values
by the ailerons. Additionally, the necessary compressor settings derived from the investigation underline
this suggestion. Figures 14a and 14b show the required
performance factors
PCµ ,f li =

Cµ,f li,Comp
Cµ,f li,Ref

(14)

for each compressor during the compensation. According
to the introduced color coding, a failure of the corresponding segment leads to significant increases in the
performance settings, often multiple times of the original. Especially the lift compensation of a segment 1
failure in Figure 14b is significant, since a performance
increase of almost four times would be necessary for
compensation with this approach.
This investigation highlights several important aspects. Since the installation space for the compressors
is very limited especially at the wing tips, a four times
increased performance is more than likely to exceed the
compressor’s capabilities or forces to accept large ranges
of excess power in the compressor design. This will certainly generate unacceptable weight and sizing penalties.
From this perspective, a rolling moment compensation
appears to be the more feasible choice. However, the
chosen setup in terms of increasing the overall performance along the wing neglects, that certain segments
might have advantages in the generation of lift or rolling
moments. Considering the shape of the lift distributions

(Figure 7) a major part of the wings lift is generated
in the area of the inner three segments, whereas the
outer three segments cover the area of the largest rolling
moment contributions to the overall rolling moment
(not depicted). Therefore, it is advisable to separate the
task of lift and rolling moment compensation and to
distribute them to the specialized segments.
Obviously, a segmented wing high lift system offers
a wide range of possibilities and scientific questions
in terms of control and failure compensation, even on
this sub-model level. The integration of this model to
a full 6-DOF simulation model will even create further
interesting fields, as then questions might be answered
considering the capabilities of such a system for roll
control of the aircraft, while ensuring system safety and
of course maintaining high-lift generation.

6 Conclusions
The presented work shows the development of an increment model for wingspan aerodynamics of a wing
with six segments, each equipped with a separate flap
blowing system. The focus lies on the capability for fasttime flight dynamics simulation. It’s validity is based
on the underlying data set, which has been generated
with a high-fidelity aerodynamic calculation method
employing Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes equations.
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Fig. 14: Jet momentum performance factor for compensation
The model relates lift and rolling moment to the local
segments jet momentum coefficient, which indicates the
current performance setting of the segment. For the
description of segment failures an additional factor has
been introduced, describing the impact of a failure of
one single segment on lift and rolling moment of the
halfspan of the wing. The factors for each segment have
been adapted such, that a failure of all segments automatically describes the aerodynamics of a system shut
down, which are known. The failure factor of each segment is scalable from fully operational to total failure.
With this modeling approach an estimation of the flight
mechanical behavior of the active high-lift system can
be realized. This allows to get a fundamental idea of the
influence and potential for control support.
With this model segment failure cases have been
assessed on this sub-model level, trying to compensate
the lift or rolling moment loss with the remaining operative segments. The results show that a nearly full
compensation of both, lift and rolling moment, is only
achieved for one failure case. For the other failure cases
it is preferable to compensate the rolling moment and to
correct the remaining lift loss by other measures, such
as airspeed or angle of attack increase. However, even
a full compensation of the rolling moment can lead to
more than a doubling of the necessary jet momentum
and thus compressor performance for some failure cases.
The results indicate, that failures of single segments
can become a significant factor for aircraft design, in
this case especially for the micro-compressor sizing. The

current method of increasing all remaining segments to
compensate a segment failure can be improved by a more
complex control. It is assumed that some segments are
more suited for lift or rolling moment generation, which
should be considered for control task assignment. The
introduction of drag information along the wingspan
and thus yawing moment influences might also be a
useful extension of the model. The integration of this
sub-model into the full aircraft model will show, if such
an active-high lift system can support or even replace
a conventional lateral control. Extensive hazard assessments on the full aircraft level have to clarify if a proper
failure and malfunction management is possible.
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